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Endowment costs: The secret history 
 

In early 2016 certain Congressional committees sent letters to 65 major private 
universities asking for information about their endowments.  They supposedly 
had an urgent need for this data and gave the schools just 30 days to respond. 
 
It was worded as a polite request, but it came from people who could, for 
instance, compel the endowments to adopt a strict spending rate (like private 
foundations) instead of the more flexible regime they currently enjoy as 
"charities."  Needless to say, the schools all coughed up the information 
forthwith. 
 
Apparently, this data-dump just went into filing cabinets, and neither the schools 
nor Congress have been eager to share those reports with the general 
public.  Nevertheless, we scrounged up copies of 15 of the responding letters 
from various sources.  The other 50 schools have kept theirs out of sight. 
 
We were especially curious to see what the schools had to say about endowment 
management costs, which has always been a cloudy issue for us. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DCu4deCb1oseWg8kUT57qGaUqb71FOaTiLRym7iyLkcqaqs8JmCNiWkwdWIV79sI1-OFvrhsn8qSSjlm8CZRrijzqoRg2nFDmvx8sdX23lpqZKyrAShUZZWDKzgCJgl1F3CQHxjf6MBY3A2l_94drIfkjixWItm3115hL9fkOIvkvReYc_30Vg==&c=kbeqzOAi2OXlonWpcS5ZypEDeLKNOB_K9uYwmFcdV8zb6mM4HHyZiQ==&ch=kWZ9Hl7AHL6-f_i_nnXyJUP-EvR7yHKzluUtSmoOSJSjg-DIkALZcQ==
mailto:skorina@charlesskorina.com
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DCu4deCb1oseWg8kUT57qGaUqb71FOaTiLRym7iyLkcqaqs8JmCNiWkwdWIV79sI1-OFvrhsn8qSSjlm8CZRrijzqoRg2nFDmvx8sdX23lpqZKyrAShUZZWDKzgCJgl1F3CQHxjf6MBY3A2l_94drIfkjixWItm3115hL9fkOIvkvReYc_30Vg==&c=kbeqzOAi2OXlonWpcS5ZypEDeLKNOB_K9uYwmFcdV8zb6mM4HHyZiQ==&ch=kWZ9Hl7AHL6-f_i_nnXyJUP-EvR7yHKzluUtSmoOSJSjg-DIkALZcQ==


 
Commonfund agrees.  In a 2015 study they opined that: 
 
...unlike other factors that affect investment returns, such as asset allocation and 
the many types of operational and investment risk, costs are almost certainly the 
least well understood. 
 
See: Commonfund Institute: Understanding the cost of Investment Management 
(October 2005). 
 
As we said in our OCIO report, the perceived cost of managing the endowment is 
a major factor in the decision to outsource, or not to. 
 
It's not the only factor, but a big one.  But how can a board make that decision if 
they don't know whether they're spending more or less than their peers?  And, 
whether outsourcing will actually save them any money? 
 
Investment returns can be benchmarked to the second decimal place, but the 
costs of managing those investments are harder to come by. 
 
NACUBO and Commonfund include questions about those costs in their annual 
NCSE survey, and report broad averages.  But there is almost no data on specific 
schools.  We also have suspected that the reported NCSE average costs are on the 
low side, but had no hard evidence one way or the other. 
 
Recent 990 filings also require a dollar amount for "investment management 
fees," but we haven't had much confidence in that number. 
 
So, we've attempted to do our own analysis of the cost data reported by those 15 
schools.  It has some limitations, but we seem to be the only ones to have 
ransacked these letters. 
 
The Nine "normal" endowments 
 
Nine of the endowments offered plausible numbers (expressed as annual dollar 
amounts and/or percentages of AUM) for both their investment-office costs and 
fees paid to external money-managers for the three fiscal years 2013-2015. 



 
Here's what we extracted from their responses. 
 

Endowment investment office costs 
Group 1: The Normal Nine 
3-year average: FY2013-2015 

 - School 
AUM 
$bn 

Staff 
FTE 

Internal Cost $ 
Int 

Cost 
 % 

External Cost 
$             

Ext 
Cost 
 % 

Total Cost $ 
Total  
Cost              

% 

- - - - - - - - - - 

1 
Amherst 
College 

$2.1 6 $2,115,000 0.10 $27,500,000 1.31 $29,615,000 1.41 

- - - - - - - - - - 

2 
Boston 

University 
$1.6 6 $4,102,333 0.26 $15,064,403 0.97 $19,166,737 1.23 

- - - - - - - - - - 

3 Columbia $9.0 21 $41,514,333 0.46 $104,401,188 1.17 $145,915,521 1.62 

- - - - - - - - - - 

4 
Grinnell 
College 

$1.7 6 $2,820,000 0.16 $15,444,667 0.90 $18,264,667 1.06 

- - - - - - - - - - 

5 Harvard $35.6 200 $85,386,400 0.24 $426,932,000 1.20 $512,318,400 1.44 

- - - - - - - - - - 

6 
New York 
University 

$3.3 9 $4,048,000 0.12 $42,808,667 1.30 $46,856,667 1.43 

- - - - - - - - - - 

7 Princeton $20.6 42 $22,000,000 0.11 $270,000,000 1.31 $292,000,000 1.42 

- - - - - - - - - - 

8 

Washington 
University, 

St Louis 
$6.5 20 $5,583,411 0.09 $80,970,295 1.25 $86,553,706 1.34 

- - - - - - - - - - 

9 
Wellesley 

College 
$1.0 8 $4,445,109 0.24 $23,767,602 1.36 $28,212,711 1.60 

- - - - - - - - - - 

- Mean $9.1 35 $19,112,732 0.20 $112,573,684 1.24 $131,686,416 1.43 

- StdDev $11.7 63 $28,078,424 0.12 $142,554,762 0.22 $167,863,683 0.21 

- Median 3.3 9 $4,445,109 0.16 $42,808,667 1.25 $46,856,667 1.43 

- Count 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

- Max $35.6 200 $85,386,400 0.46 $426,932,000 1.66 $512,318,400 1.76 

- Min $1.0 6 $2,115,000 0.09 $15,064,403 0.90 $18,264,667 1.06 

 



"Internal cost" is our terminology.  It means, basically, the cost of running an 
internal investment office, including salaries, travel and overhead, with comp 
being the single biggest item.  Generally, it also includes payments to outside 
vendors for things like consulting and custody services.  It excludes fees to outside 
vendors for actual, hands-on investment-management services. 
 
“External cost” means fees paid to external managers. 
 
This external/external distinction works pretty neatly except for the special case 
of Harvard.  It’s the only major endowment which manages a significant piece of 
its AUM internally.  That’s changing under new management, but the “hybrid” 
plan was still in full effect during the period surveyed. 
 
We believe that about 20 percent of AUM was internally managed in this period.  
Their letter to congress says that it cost them “less than 75 BPS” to manage that 
internal AUM.  We took 70 bps as our estimate, which yields a dollar cost of about 
$49.8 million.  We also (conservatively) estimated that office costs not allocable 
to hands-on investment management should be about 10 bps on total AUM, for 
another $35.6 million.  That generates a total internal cost for Harvard of $85.4 
million. 
 
Spread over total AUM (to make Harvard’s figures compatible with the others), 
that can be stated as 24 bps on total AUM.  Based on their letter we took 150 bps 
as the cost for the external segment, or about $427 million.  Spread across total 
AUM that can be restated as 110 bps. 
 
So, we think HMC’s costs in this period averaged about 24 bps + 120 bps = 144 
bps on total AUM. 
 
We apologize for the convoluted calculation, but it’s necessary to state HMC’s 
cost on the same basis as the non-hybrid schools in our chart. 
 
Happily, this bottom-up estimate gives us a total bps cost which looks pretty 
reasonable: almost exactly the mean for this group of 9 schools. 
 
Harvard argues in their letter that hybrid management actually reduced their 
cost, and in a sense we think they’re correct.  If that 20 percent of AUM (about 



$7.1 billion) had been externally managed, it would have cost them an additional 
$50 million in fees and raised their total cost to about 160 bps on total bps.  But, 
as compared to their peer schools, it would have made their total cost above 
average. 
 
It's counter-intuitive, given the notoriously high staff costs at Harvard, but the 
hybrid model may indeed have been relatively low-cost on a total BPS basis. 
 
The problem for Harvard, of course wasn't so much their cost structure, as their 
net returns.  Amherst, Columbia and Princeton paid more for managing their 
endowments, but still attained much higher net returns in this period. 
 
Untangling these various items wasn't easy.  Many of the responses (including 
Harvard’s) were wordy essays rather than a few crisp numbers.  Some 
interpretation was required and we can't guarantee that we got it all right.  But 
anyone who wants to check our work can consult the original documents. 
 
As we see, the "internal" costs in this group averaged about 20 basis points (BPS) 
on AUM, but that average disguises a lot of variation from school to school 
(ranging from 9 bps to 46 bps).  External costs averaged about 143 BPS.  They 
ranged from 106bps to 176bps with a standard deviation of 21 bps.  Total costs 
averaged about 143 bps. 
 
Grinnell, of course, pays Midwestern salaries, not Northeastern salaries and, in 
general, seems to run a pretty thrifty investment office. 
 
Commonfund weighs in 
 
The best publicly-available work on endowment costs has been published by 
Commonfund.  They issued a report in 2015 and a follow-up this year. 
 
Their overall best estimate is that total endowment cost for a "well-diversified" 
endowment is currently between 100 and 175 BPS.  That squares quite well with 
our 9-school sample, which ranged from 106 to 165 BPS, and gives us some 
confidence in our results. 
 



See: Commonfund Institute - Counting the Cost (2017) published as part of the 
full NCSE report for FY2016. 
 
Three endowments who decline to disclose external costs: 
 
"I would prefer not to," said Herman Melville's famous Bartleby.  And three major 
schools preferred not to disclose total fees paid to money managers, or perhaps 
couldn't generate the requested numbers. 
 
The defaulters were Bowdoin, Brown and (mostly) MIT. 
 
Here's what we gleaned from their letters to Congress: 
 
In-house management and non-disclosed external management cost: 
 

Endowment investment office costs 

Group 2: Undisclosed external management cost 
3-year average: FY2013-2015 

- School 
AUM 
$bn 

Staff 
FTE 

Internal Cost 
$ 

Int 
Cost 

% 

External 
Cost $ 

Ext 
Cost 

% 
Total Cost $ 

Total 
Cost 

% 

- - - - - - - - - - 

1 
Bowdoin 
College 

1.2 7 $3,938,516 0.34 $0 0.00 $4,109,355 0.34 

- - - - - - - - - - 

2 Brown U 2.9 19 $10,398,333 0.36 $0 0.00 $10,398,333 0.34 

- - - - - - - - - - 

3 MIT 12.3 53 $17,147,004 0.14 $10,717,003 0.09 $27,864,007 0.23 

 

Here's what Bowdoin said, in relevant part: 
 
Endowment management expenses are paid directly by the endowment.  The 
college does not pay for any endowment management expenses through its 
operating budget. 
 
Fees paid for asset management are embedded in the market value and returns of 
the individual commingled investment vehicles through which he College invests. 
 



We interpret this to mean that Bowdoin's accounting system doesn't capture 
these expenses in any definite, reportable way.  No doubt they're well aware of 
the general fee schedules of their various external managers, but they may feel 
that "un-netting" such costs is unnecessary, or possibly just not cost-effective. 
 
Brown gave a similar response: 
 
The cost is the expense of running the office and does not include external 
management or incentive fees that are typically embedded in the net asset value 
of the investments. Investment managers provide the university with valuations 
that are net of management and incentive fees. 
 
So, again, external management costs can't be unpacked, even for Congress. 
 
MIT did state external management costs for a single sub-category: assets 
managed in separate accounts (which averaged $3.6 million or 3 BPS).  But they 
responded like Bowdoin and Brown as to the rest: 
 
In addition to separate accounts, the endowment is also invested in many pooled 
investment funds.  Such funds, and not MIT, are directly responsible for paying the 
management fees and any performance allocations. 
 
These schools, of course, are entitled to do their bookkeeping as they wish, as 
long as they stay within the bounds of GAAP and the IRS, which presumably they 
do. 
 
Even among the "Normal Nine" schools on our first list, some of the respondents 
editorialized about incentive fees to alternatives managers. 
 
Princeton said: 
 
Consistent with prior reporting and conventional accounting, the figures...do not 
include the external managers' performance-based compensation, which is 
properly understood as a share of returns rather than a cost of management. 
 



Philosophically, we think that's a good argument.  After all, Congress itself 
maintains that these "fees:" aren't really fees, which is why they are taxed as 
capital gains instead of ordinary income to the managing partners. 
 
But other schools disagree and include those items as a cost in their response 
letters. 
 
Washington University takes the same position as Princeton.  They say: 
 
Incentive payments are not included... as they represent the sharing of the profits 
generated by the managers, rather than an expense. 
 
Commonfund concluded in 2015 that many schools seemed to be confused on 
this point: 
 
...only 18 percent [of respondents] included incentive and performance fees paid 
to asset managers, despite the fact that nearly 85 percent of NCSE respondents, 
or 704 institutions, reported having asset allocations to alternative investment 
strategies.  Clearly, a gap exists between practice and understanding with respect 
to certain types of costs. 
 
And some respondents seemed to be more confused still: 
 
...the fact that almost 15 percent of NCSE participants did not provide cost data at 
all suggests that they may not have known what their costs were or were 
uncertain about them. 
 
The Three Outsourcers 
 
Our 15 responding letters include three from outsourcers: Middlebury (Investure), 
Smith (Investure), and Washington & Lee (Makena): 
  

Endowment investment office costs 
Group 3: Outsourced management and non-disclosed external management 
cost 
3-year average: FY2013-2015 



- School 
AUM 
$bn 

OCIO 
Internal 
Cost $ 

Int Cost 
% 

External 
Cost $ 

Ext Cost 
% 

Total Cost 
$ 

Total 
Cost 

% 

- - - - - - - - - - 

1 
Middlebury 

College 
1.1 Investure $4,069,000 0.39 $0 0.00 $4,069,000 0.39 

- - - - - - - - - - 

2 
Smith 

College 
1.7 Investure $4,300,000 0.25 $0 0.00 $4,300,000 0.25 

- - - - - - - - - - 

3 
Washington 

& Lee U 
1.0 Makena $4,988,920 0.50 $0 0.00 $4,988,920 0.50 

 

By using an OCIO, they are one step further removed from their external money 
managers and, not surprisingly, none of them choose to disclose external 
management fees apart from what they pay their OCIO vendors.  Implicitly, they 
regard those costs as netted out and don't seem to capture them in their 
accounting system. 
 

But we do see that the fees to their OCIOs on a BPS basis are significantly higher 
than the average "internal" cost reported by the non-outsourcers: 38 BPS vs. just 
25 BPS.  And that includes outlier Harvard. 
 

That difference suggests that the outsourcing schools may be paying those 
vendors a bit of a premium over and above what they save by eliminating their 
internal offices.  But it's a small sample including only two outsourcers, and may 
not warrant drawing any such broad conclusion. 
 

Those three schools also appear in our latest compensation report, along with 7 
other outsourcing schools.  The data is for a different period and from a different 
source, but the costs are very similar. 
 

See: Pay and Chief Investment Officers, here: 
http://www.charlesskorina.com/?p=4922 

 
-------------------------------------------------- 

 

An update on Fiscal 2017 endowment returns 
 
Although we officially disdain endowment returns for periods under five years, we 
keep track of 1-year returns just like everybody else.  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DCu4deCb1oseWg8kUT57qGaUqb71FOaTiLRym7iyLkcqaqs8JmCNiT1DwUW95zTaaC6ypLBIGe8f0Q6_vHy8RNh-0yDISh-Jyv0LC_t60-_ttznQlxXsTMPf2YND0biNP4sg7mimvnhwqCTOL5Cp737sqg1J7g80sIORRFcGdqomwJ0tQf5ivgxltmNs7SAi&c=kbeqzOAi2OXlonWpcS5ZypEDeLKNOB_K9uYwmFcdV8zb6mM4HHyZiQ==&ch=kWZ9Hl7AHL6-f_i_nnXyJUP-EvR7yHKzluUtSmoOSJSjg-DIkALZcQ==


 
Last month we had heard from only 10 major schools.  Now, as we go to press, 
we’re up to 32. Here they are: 
 

FY17 Endowment Returns Updated 

Running summary - 32 schools 

Rank  Rtn 
AUM 
$bn School 

Chief 
Investment 

Officer 
- - - - - 

1 18.8 $1.80 Grinnell College (ex) Wilson, Scott 

2 15.6 $1.30 Tulane U Crigler, Jeremy 

3 15.5 $2.85 Amherst College Geissler, Mauricia 

4 15.4 $1.50 U of Arkansas Stephenson, Kevin 

5 15.4 $2.70 Michigan State U Zecher, Phillip 

6 15.1 $10.80 U of California Regents Bachher, Jagdeep 

7 15.0 $1.20 Lehigh U Agatone, Kristin 

8 15.0 $1.20 U of Colorado Bittman/PWP 

9 14.6 $4.96 Dartmouth College Rush, Alice 

10 14.5 $4.20 Ohio State U Lane, John C. 

11 14.3 $14.80 MIT Alexander, Seth 

12 14.3 $12.20 U of Pennsylvania Ammon, Peter H. 

- 13.9 - NASDAQ Endowment Index - 

13 13.7 $1.50 U of Missouri Richards, Thomas 

14 13.7 $10.0 Columbia University Holland, Peter 

15 13.4 $2.40 Boston College Zona, John 

16 13.4 $3.50 Brown U Dowling, Joseph L. III 

17 13.4 $28.80 U of Texas/UTIMCO Harris, Britt 

- 13.4 NA Skorina SEER Mean - 

18 13.1 $24.80 Stanford U Wallace, Robert 

19 13.1 $1.80 UC Berkeley Saviano, John-Austin 

20 13.0 $1.90 Boston U Hunnewell, Clarissa 

- 12.9 - Cambridge Associates - 

21 12.7 $7.90 Duke U Triplett, Neal F. 

22 12.6 $11.80 Notre Dame U Malpass, Scott C. 



23 12.6 $2.60 Pennsylvania State U Pomeroy, John C. 

24 12.5 $6.80 Cornell U  Miranda, Kenneth 

25 12.5 $23.80 Princeton U Golden, Andrew 

26 12.4 $8.60 U of Virginia/UVIMCO Kochard, Lawrence 

27 12.1 $3.00 U of No Carolina - Chapel Hill King, Jonathon 

28 11.7 $27.20 Yale U Swensen, David F. 

29 11.4 $7.82 U of Chicago Schmid, Mark 

30 10.3 $0.98 U of Iowa Fdn Bethea, Jim 

- 10.3 - Global 60/40  - 

31 8.4 $2.10 U Minnesota Fdn (UMFIA) Gorence, Douglas J. 

32 8.1 $37.10 Harvard U Narvekar, Narv 

 

Interestingly, the top and bottom schools in our ranking are unchanged from last 
month.  Little Grinnell College still leads with an excellent 18.8 percent, while 
Harvard still brings up the rear with 8.1 percent.  The mean return in our list is 
now 13.5 percent. 
 

Tulane is in second place with 15.6, Amherst in third with 15.5, while Michigan 
State and University of Arkansas Foundation are tied for fourth with 15.4.  Phil 
Zecher, MSU's new CIO will be pleased with that ranking. 
 

These are schools we don't usually see high in the return rankings and we can 
attribute this (mostly) to the surging stock market and the Trump Trade. 
 

Arkansas, for example, has a full 50 percent allocation to global equity, far higher 
than the Ivies.  With the S&P 500 up 17.9 percent in this period, and the Dow up a 
blistering 22.1, stocks were a good place to be.  Princeton and Yale, with their 
heavy alternative allocations, put up respectable numbers on an absolute basis, 
but were in the bottom half of the pack. 
 

Benchmarks on our chart include the NASDAQ Endowment Index, a non-
investable index listed as ENDOW.  It's a basket of 19 ETFs which are tradeable, 
but the mix is not disclosed.  In theory, an investor (with some help from the 
indexing firm ETF Model Solutions LLC) can create a low-cost portfolio tracking a 
"typical" well-diversified endowment.  Indeed, they seem to have beaten most of 
the Ivys this year.  Of course, neither we nor they make any representations about 
future performance. 



 
We’ll chronicle longer-term returns and offer more in-depth discussion as usual 
when we update our SEER report in a few months.  
 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 

What we’re reading 
 

Howard Marks, the celebrated oracle of Oaktree is always worth reading but, by 
his own account, his July memo drew more comments than any other in his 28 
years of memo-ing.  He called it “There they go again…again.”  He followed it up 
in September with “Yet Again.”  
 
He’s not expecting Armageddon, but he thinks an end to this market cycle may be 
in view, and advises de-risking.  
 
He also has thoughts on Bitcoins and FAANGS. 
 
The July memo is here: 
 
https://www.oaktreecapital.com/docs/default-source/memos/there-they-go-
again-again.pdf?sfvrsn=6 
 
The follow-up September memo is here: 
 
https://www.oaktreecapital.com/docs/default-source/memos/yet-again.pdf 
 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 

The Skorina Letter: 
  
Each issue explores how the world's most accomplished asset managers think and 
invest.  Original content includes profiles and interviews with industry veterans 
and research on compensation and investment performance. 
  
Our insights and commentary come from our clients - board members, CEOs, 
chief investment officers - and the global investment community within which we 
work as executive search professionals. 

https://www.oaktreecapital.com/docs/default-source/memos/there-they-go-again-again.pdf?sfvrsn=6
https://www.oaktreecapital.com/docs/default-source/memos/there-they-go-again-again.pdf?sfvrsn=6
https://www.oaktreecapital.com/docs/default-source/memos/yet-again.pdf


  
Institutional investors operate at the crossroads of capital, talent, and ideas, 
shepherding over seventy trillion dollars in global assets.  It's a constantly evolving 
spectacle and The Skorina Letter gives readers a ringside seat. 
  
Prior issues can be found in "archives" on our website, www.charlesskorina.com 
 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DCu4deCb1oseWg8kUT57qGaUqb71FOaTiLRym7iyLkcqaqs8JmCNiWkwdWIV79sI1-OFvrhsn8qSSjlm8CZRrijzqoRg2nFDmvx8sdX23lpqZKyrAShUZZWDKzgCJgl1F3CQHxjf6MBY3A2l_94drIfkjixWItm3115hL9fkOIvkvReYc_30Vg==&c=kbeqzOAi2OXlonWpcS5ZypEDeLKNOB_K9uYwmFcdV8zb6mM4HHyZiQ==&ch=kWZ9Hl7AHL6-f_i_nnXyJUP-EvR7yHKzluUtSmoOSJSjg-DIkALZcQ==

